Description of proposed change: The proposed amendments would modify rules pertaining to periodic review and related topics in order to conform to new statutes at Oregon Laws 2011, chapter 469 (HB 2130).

Description of the need for, and objectives of the rule: The proposed amendments are needed in order to implement new laws (Oregon Laws 2011, chapter 469) regarding periodic review and are needed in order to conform existing rules to these new laws.

List of rules amended: OAR chapter 660, division 25 (Periodic Review)

Materials and labor costs increase or savings: The amendments will not affect the cost of housing materials or labor costs because the amendments will not create new substantive provisions not already required by rule, statute or other law with respect to housing.

Estimated administrative, construction or other costs increase or savings: The amendments will not affect administrative, construction, or other housing costs, for the same reasons described above concerning materials and labor costs, above.

Land costs increase or savings: The amendments will not affect land costs, for the same reasons described above concerning materials and labor costs.

Other costs increase or savings: None anticipated
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